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Abstract—Existing flow scheduling schemes in Data Center
Network (DCN) are designed mainly to minimize the flow
complete time (FCT) of short flows and do not consider op-
timizing the FCT of latency-sensitive long flows. In this paper,
we propose a distributed information-agnostic flow scheduling
scheme (DIAS), which minimizes the FCT of both short flows
and latency-sensitive long flows. In DIAS, packets are forwarded
complying with their priorities, which are determined based on
packets wait-time that is defined as staying time in end hosts’
send buffers, and the longer a packet stays in a send buffer, the
lower its priority. Meanwhile, instead of utilizing a central server
to collect traffic load information, each switch feeds traffic load
information which is used to adjust the thresholds of determining
packets priority back to end hosts via ACK packets.

The experimental results in ns-3 simulator show that DIAS
reduces FCT by up to 54.7% and 50.1% over DCTCP and
L2DCT, respectively. Besides, DIAS ensures a smaller FCT of
latency-sensitive long flows and performs better than PIAS.

I. INTRODUCTION

To achieve the minimum flow complete time (FCT) in
Datacenter Networks (DCN), many flow scheduling schemes
have been proposed and we can divide them into two
groups: information-aware schemes (e.g. pFabric[1], PDQ[2],
PASE[3], D2TCP [4] and L2DCT [5]), which require a priori
knowledge of flow size or deadline information, and the
information-agnostic scheme (i.e. PIAS[6]), which makes no
assumption about the flow information. Among these two kind
of schemes, information-aware flow scheduling schemes may
be hard to use in reality due to the fact that it may be difficult
or even unable to obtain the flow information in advance. So,
PIAS performs better than others in reality.

However, PIAS has weaknesses that are listed as follows.
Firstly, it needs a central server to manage the traffic load
information, which is then issued to each end host to deter-
mine demoted thresholds for the priority queues. Secondly,
nowadays the proportion of interactive artificial intelligence
question&answer stream is increasing, which means that it is
of great importance to optimize the FCT of latency-sensitive
long flows as well. However, PIAS does not consider this.

Considering the flaws of existing solutions, we would like
to design a Distributed Information-Agnostic flow Scheduling
scheme to minimize the FCT for both short flows and latency-
sensitive long flows. DIAS uses multiple priority queues in
switches to implement Multilevel Feedback Queue (MFQ) and
packets are forwarded according to their priorities, which are
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determined based on packets wait-time that is defined as the
time during which packets stay in end hosts’ send buffers,
that is, the time difference between the instant that packets
enter the buffer and the instant that packets leave the buffer.
When a packet is about to be sent out by end hosts, hosts
will attach a priority tag to the packet according to the wait-
time. The longer a packet stays in a send buffer, the lower
its priority. It is easy to see that if packets in the same flow
enter the send buffer at the same time, then packets which
are sent later need to wait for a longer time in the buffer,
and may have lower priorities. What’s more, for a latency-
sensitive long flow, though the total number of packets which
belong to the flow is large, these packets enter send buffers in
intervals, and not all packets enter the buffer at the same time,
thus the priorities of packets in latency-sensitive long flows
are high, since these packets have a relatively short wait-time,
just like short flows do. In addition, to dynamicly adjust the
thresholds of priority queues, each switch needs to feed back
the traffic load information to end hosts via ACK packets.

II. THE DIAS DESIGN

A. Packets Tagging in end hosts

In DIAS, end hosts are responsible for tagging packets and
the process is shown in Fig.1. In Fig.1, we suppose that there
are K priorities Pi, 1 ≤ i ≤ K and K wait-time thresholds αj ,
1 ≤ j ≤ K in switches, where priorities P1 ≥ P2 ≥ ... ≥ PK ,
α1 ≤ α2 ≤ ... ≤ αK .

Fig. 1: DIAS overview

Each time a packet enters the send buffer, the end host tags
the packet with an enter-in timestamp, and when the packet
is about to be sent out, the end host will record a send-out
timestamp. Obviously, the first packet that enters the send
buffer has the shortest wait-time, and will be sent out with the
highest priority P1. For packets which enter the send buffer
later, the wait-time becomes longer and the corresponding



priority decreases until the priority is set to PK . The threshold
to demote priority from Pj−1 to Pj is αj−1. When unexpected
conditions occur (e.g. packets being dropped or time out), the
wait-time is longer than αK , in which case the end host will
reset these packets with priority PK−1, instead of resetting to
the highest priority P1.

B. Switch Design

When receiving packets, switches will put packet into
jth queue based on its priority Pj . There are mainly three
functions which are listed as follows in DIAS switches:

1) Priority scheduling: packets in switches are strictly
dequeued based on their priorities.

2) ECN marking: in order to prevent packets in lower pri-
ority queues from starvation, DIAS applies the same approach
as in DCTCP[7] to keep the queues length small.

3) Traffic load information feedback: when servers receive
data requesting packets, they will retain and put the traffic load
information, which is calculated by switches, to the returned
ACK packet so that end hosts could adjust their thresholds.

C. Adjustment of thresholds

In DIAS, the central entity is no longer needed any more,
each end host gets the corresponding traffic load information
from its own packet transmitting path.

When a switch receives a packet (not an ACK packet), it
calculated the traffic load information ρ based on the busy
time and idle time: ρ = Tbusy/(Tbusy + Tidle). Then, if the
traffic load information in the packet is smaller than ρ or
the packet contains no traffic load information, the switch
will update the traffic load information in the former case or
attach the traffic load information to the packet in the latter
case. Servers which receives a packet will retain the traffic
load information and insert it into ACK packets. Using this
way, end hosts could obtain the maximum value of traffic
load information ρmax which is used to adjust the demoted
thresholds. Then each end host determines and updates its own
thresholds based on its own traffic load information from the
SYN ACK packet.

III. EVALUATION

We use ns-3 simulator in which a dumbbell topology to
evaluate DIAS. Besides, we disable dupACKs to avoid packet
reordering and generate 400 flows in the experiment.

A. Comparison with existing Schemes

We compare DIAS with DCTCP, L2DCT which is an
information-aware scheme and PIAS that is an information-
agnostic scheme, respectively. The evaluation result is shown
in Fig.2 which displays the average FCT of the four schemes
with 40% workloads. From the figure, we can see that
DIAS performs better than all other schemes. Overall, DIAS
outperforms DCTCP , L2DCT and PIAS by 54.7%, 50.1%
and 23.0%, respectively.

Fig. 2: Comparison with
existing schemes
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Fig. 3: RTT of each packet in
a latency-sensitive long flow

B. Performance with latency-sensitive long flows
To evaluate the effect of DIAS and PIAS on the FCT of

latency-sensitive long flows, we generate a latency-sensitive
long flow into the network and compare the RTT of packets
in the flow. In Fig.3, the green part represents RTT when ap-
plying PIAS and the purple part denotes RTT when applying
DIAS, we can see that the delay of these flow packets in DIAS
are much smaller than PIAS.

IV. CONCLUSION

Minimizing the FCT in datacenter network is a popular
research. Information-aware flow scheduling schemes (e.g.
D2TCP , L2DCT ) are hard to use in practice since most
applications may not know the flow sizes as a priori. As for
the information-agnostic flow scheduling scheme PIAS, its
scalability in large-scale networks may be poor because it
relies on a central entity to collect and manage traffic load
information. We propose a distributed information-agnostic
flow scheduling scheme (DIAS) based on the wait-time in
send buffer to both minimize the FCT of short flows and
latency-sensitive long flows. Evaluations show that DIAS
reduces FCT by up to 54.7% and 50.1% over DCTCP and
L2DCT, respectively. Compared with PIAS, DIAS ensures a
smaller FCT of latency-sensitive long flows.
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